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Abstract. Our previously stated version of Arrow’s Theomm is shown to be incorrect. We 
present a counterexample and a proof of a modified theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], a version of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem [2] for n-trees was presented. A subtle 
mistake was made when we constructed the proof and, in the present note, we will give a 
counterexample to the theorem. We will prove a version of this theorem using an altered 
definition of “independence” for consensus functions. It turns out that the original “indepen- 
dence of irrelevant alternatives” axiom of K. Arrow [2], has many possible natural analogs 
when translated from the classical weak order (preference relation) case to other discrete 
structures. Although one is never happy when one’s result is shown to be incorrect, we are 
excited to see the variety of results that now might be possible. 
We first recall some definitions from [l]. Let S be a set of n 2 5 elements. An n-tree on S is 
a set T of subsets of S satisfying: S E T; 0 @ T; {z} E T for all z E S; and XrlY E (0, X, Y} 
for all X, Y E T. There is another useful way to realize T, by defining the ternary relation 
R on S by (z, y, z) E R, if and only if there exists Y E T, such that c E Y, y E Y, and z 4 Y. 
We will write zyRz instead of (c, y, Z) E R. We will denote by 7 the set of all n-trees on S, 
and call a set X in an n-tree T for which 1 5 1x1 5 n, a nontrivial clusterof T. Te will denote 
the n-tree with no nontrivial clusters, and Tlx will denote the n-tree where the nontrivial 
clusters of Tlx are the nonempty distinct elements of {A f~ X: A is a nontrivial cluster 
of T}. 
A consensus function is a map C: 7” ---) 7. Elements of Ik are called profiles and 
conventional notation for profiles is P = (Tl, . . . , Tk), P’ = (T;, . . . , Ti) and so on. P]x 
will denote the profile whose components are the components of P restricted to the set X. 
The image C(P) is called the consensus tree for P. The associated ternary relation for 
Ti will be denoted by Ri, and the relation for C(P) by R. In [l] we defined a consensus 
function C to be independent, if and only if for every X C S and profiles P, P’, Pjx = P’lx 
implies that C(P)lx = C(P’)lx. This condition was what we thought to be the most 
natural translation of the corresponding condition for preference relations as found in [2], 
and, therefore, expected the celebrated Arrow Impossibility Theorem to also transfer over. 
We will soon see that this is not the case. The consensus function C is Pareto, if and only if 
for every profile P = (Tl, . . . , Tk), n Ti C C(P), i.e., A E Ti for all i implies that A E C(P), 
and is tema y Pareto, if and only if for every profile P and 2, y, z E S, zy&z for all i implies 
that xyRz. By Proposition 2 of [l] we have that Pareto implies ternary Pareto. Finally, a 
consensus function C is a dictatorship, if there exists a j such that for all profiles P, A E Tj 
implies A E C(P) . 
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2. THE EXAMPLE 
Theorem 1 of [l] stated the following result. If C: 7” + 7 is independent and Pareto, 
then C is a dictatorship. We will now present a counterexample to this theorem. A nontrivial 
cluster Y of an n-tree T is maximal if Y c 2 with Z E T nontrivial, implies that Y = Z. 
EXAMPLE: Define C: ‘Tk + 7, by C(P) = T0, where P = (Tl, . . . , Tk), if either TI or TZ 
equals To; otherwise, we let C(P) = U{TIIy : Y is a maximal cluster of Tz}. We claim that 
C is a consensus function that is independent and Pareto, but is not a dictatorship. 
We first show that C(P) is an n-tree. Suppose A n Yl and B n Y2 belong to C(P) with 
A and B in Tl, while Yl and Y2 belong to T2 with Yl and Y2 maximal. Since Yl and Y2 are 
maximal, either Yl = Y2 or Yl n Y2 = 0. Therefore, since A rl B E {A, B, 0}, it follows that 
(A n YI) n (B n yz) = (A n B) n (YI n Yz) E {A n Yl, B n Yz, 0). 
To see that C satisfies the Pareto condition, let X E Ti for i = 1,. . . , k. Then there 
exists Y E T2 with Y maximal such that X c Y. Then X = X n Y E TlIy and, therefore, 
x E C(P). 
For independence, suppose P~A = P’IA. We must show that C(P)IA = C(P’)IA. Consider 
xnYnAec(P)I A, where X E Tl and Y E T2, is maximal. Clearly, we may assume that 
IX n Y n Al 1 2. Since TII~ = TiIA and T21A = TiIA, it follows that there exist X’ E Ti 
and Y’ E Ti, such that X rl A = X’ n A and Y n A = Y’ n A. If Y’ is maximal, then 
XnYnA = X’ n Y’ n A E C(pf)IA. If Y’ is not maximal, then there exists Y” E Ti 
containing Y’ that is maximal. Thus Y n A = Y’ n A c Y” fl A. Since Y E T2 is maximal, 
it follows that Y n A E T2 IA is maximal. Therefore, we get Y” n A = Y’ n A = Y n A. Thus, 
X n Y n A E C(P’)( A and so C(P)I, C C(P’)IA. A y s mmetric argument gives the reverse 
inclusion. 
To see that C is not a dictatorship, let P = (Tl, . . . , Tk), where Tl has only the nontrivial 
cluster {l,... , n - 1) and Ti has only the nontrivial cluster (2,. . . , n} for all i = 2,. . . , k. 
Then C(P) is the n-tree whose only nontrivial cluster is (2, . . . , n - 1). 
3. THE REVISED THEOREM 
The Example shows that our definition of independence is a bit too weak to imply a 
dictatorship in the presence of the Pareto condition. In [l] we gave a version of independence 
that was too strong, in the sense that it was not even consistent with the Pareto condition. 
Next we introduce a new independence condition that does the trick. 
For X C 5’ and T E ‘T let TI x - X denote the n-tree T restricted to X without the 
cluster X. Additionally, we will write Pjx - X for the profile (Tllx - X, . . . ,Tklx - X). 
A consensus function C is removal independent, if and only if for every X C S and profiles 
P, P’; Plx - X = P’lx - X implies that C(P)lx - X = C(P’)(x - X. C is said to be 
removal terna y independent if the previous condition is satisfied for all sets X with 1x1 = 3. 
Recall from [l] that for T E 7 and 2, y, J E S; zyRz, if and only if (2, y} E TI{,,,,,). Thus, 
we have xyR.z, if and only if TI{,,,,,} - {z, y, z} is the n-tree whose only nontrivial cluster is 
{x, y}. We will write xyzR if Tlj,,,,,) - {x, y, z} = T0. The error in our proof of Theorem 1 
in [l] was due in part to the fact that if xyRt and xyR’r, it is possible in the corresponding 
n-trees for TI{,,,,,) # T’I{,,,,,). However, in this case we have TI{,,,,,) - {z, y, z} = 
T’l{o,y,l) - {x, y, z}. Thus, removal ternary independence captures the ternary relation R 
in a precise way where ternary independence could not. 
The argument given to establish Proposition 4 in [l] yields the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If a consensus function is Pareto and removal ternary independent, then it is 
ternary Pareto. I 
Let C: 7” + 7 and IC C (1,. . . , E}. K is almost decisive for (x, y, r), if for every profile P 
such that xyRir for all i E K, and XyrRj for all j 4 K, then xyRz. K is decisive, if xv&z 
for all i E K implies xyRt. 
Suppose profiles P and P’ satisfy the following: XyRir, XyR’iz for all i E K and ZyzRj, 
zy.zR$ for all j $I! K. Then PI~z,v,z) - {x, y, z} = P’jj,,,,,) - (2, y,z}. If C satisfies removal 
ternary independence, then C(P)I{,,,,,) - {x, y, z} = C(P’)I{,,,,,} - {x, y, z}. In this case, 
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xyRz, if and only if xyR’.z. Thus, K is almost decisive for (x, y, z) if there exists a profile P 
that satisfies XY&Z for all i E K, xyrRj for all j 4 K, and xyR.z. 
Now consider the collection of all almost decisive sets. If C satisfies Pareto, then this 
collection is nonempty. We denote by M a minimal almost decisive set. That is, M is 
almost decisive for some (x, y, z) and any proper subset of M is not almost decisive for any 
triple. 
LEMMA 2. If C: Tk 4 7 is removal independent aad Pareto, and M is a minimal almost 
decisive set, then IMI = 1. 
PROOF: Assume IMI > 1. Let j E M and set Mi = {j},Ms = M - {j}, and MS = 
(1, * * * > k} - M. Construct a profile P as follows: q will have only (2, y} and {t, 2~) as 
nontrivial clusters; for all i E Ms, Ti will have {c, y, s) ss the only nontrivial cluster; n-trees 
indexed by Ms will have no nontrivial clusters. 
Now xy&t for all i E M and xyzR$ for all t @ M. Since M is almost decisive for (2, y, z), 
we have xyR.z. Now syRz or xyRs. Notice that sy&.z for all i E Ms, and syzRt for all 
t $! Ms. Therefore, if syR.z, then Ms would be almost decisive for (s, y,z) contrary to the 
minimality of M. Also, notice that xyRjs and +ysRt for all t $ Ml. If XYRS, then Ml 
would be almost decisive for (x, y, s) which again contradicts the minimality of M. Hence, 
IM( = 1. I 
For the remaining lemmas, we will assume that M = {j}, M is almost decisive for (2, y, z), 
and that C is removal ternary independent and Pareto. From Lemma 1, we thus have that 
C is ternary Pareto. 
LEMMA 3. M is almost decisive for (x, y, t) where t # z. 
PROOF: Construct a profile P as follows: {x, y} and {z, t} are the only nontrivial clusters 
for the tree Tj; {z, t} is the only nontrivial cluster for all those trees Ti with i # j. It follows 
from Lemma 2 that xyRz, and by ternary Pareto, we have .&Rx. Thus, xv&!, so that, 
for this profile, xyRjt, xyt& for all m # j, and xyRt. Hence, M is almost decisive for 
(Xl Y, t). I 
LEMMA 4. M is almost decisive for (x, t, z) where t # y. 
PROOF: Construct a profile P as follows: {I, y, t} is the only nontrivial cluster for the tree 
Tj; {y, t} is the only nontrivial cluster for all those trees Ti with i # j. It follows from 
Lemma 2 that xyR.z and by ternary Pareto, we have ytRr. Thus, it follows that xtRz, and 
therefore, for this profile, xtRj,z, xtzR,,, for all m # j, with xtR.z. Hence, M is almost 
decisive for (x, t, z). I 
LEMMA 5. M is almost decisive for (a,b,c) for every a, b,c in S. 
PROOF: This result follows from the previous lemmas and from symmetry. 
LEMMA 6. M is decisive for every (x, y, z). 
I 
PROOF: Let P be a profile with xyRj%. We must show that xyRz. Construct a profile P’ 
as follows: {x, y, t} and {ur,t} are the only nontrivial clusters for the tree T/; for the trees 
T/ with i # j we require Ti = Tilj,,,,,). Since M is almost decisive for (x, t, w), it follows 
that xtR’w. Similar applications of almost decisive yield ytR’w and wzR’t. Therefore it 
follows that xyR’z. Since PI{,,,,,) - {x, y, z} = P’Id,,Y,,~ - {x, y, z}, we have from removal 
independence that C(P)I{,,,,,) - {x, y, z} = C(P’)I~,,,,,) -{xc, y, z}. Therefore, since xyR’z, 
it follows that xyRr. I 
THEOREM 1. If C: 7” -+ 7 is removal independent and Pareto, then C is a dictator&p. 
PROOF: It follows from Lemma 6 that xyRjZ implies xyRz for all 2, y, z E S. Now apply 
Proposition 2 from [l] to get that X E Tj implies X E C(P). Hence, C is a dictatorship. u 
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